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Business consultancy and Advisory services
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								Unparalleled



								expertise in investments


								Decades of experience and an excellent 



							track record 
								 with some of the biggest names in business 
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									Advice from industry renowned experts

									Access all information free of charge.

								


							


							

								

									Sign In

									or  Register

								


							


						


				

					


		

				

				

				

					

						

							

								We aim to develop mutually beneficial ventures with our

								

									

										

											partners, 

											investors, 

											developers, 

										

									

								

								 and entrepreneurs.

							


							

								We have the unparalleled capability to manage a full range of services for our

								clients with professionalism, transparency and accountability, whilst adhering to

								international norms and good practices.
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									Expert advise
									We have provided you with analysis of top sectors in the country with its latest updates to choose from
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									Compare 
									Take time to compare various industries and also consult us to find an area that best fits you and maximize reward against risk
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									PRO services
									Use our professional services to ensure your business ventures are guided by some of the best minds in the industry.
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									OPPORTUNITY SRILANKA
									Where the World Meets for Business.


								


							


						


				

					


				


				

				

				

					

						


					


				

				


				

				

				

					

						

							Key Sectors
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											Construction and Infrastructure

											
Do you want to be part of a great foundation being laid?
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											Tourism and Hotels

											
Discover the insights to the booming Tourism Industry.
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											ICT & BPO

											
IT and BPO industry is on the rise. Discover how It is driving growth.
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											Manufacturing

											
Get valuable tips on conquering the manufacturing sector.
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											Education

											
Discover how the economy is transitioning to a knowledge based one.
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											Agriculture

											
The fabric of Sri Lankan economy, get the insights.
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											Renewable Energy

											
Clean energy is changing the energy industry. Are you ready to join? 
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											Property

											
Conquering the property frontier. Discover how.
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														Latest Opportunities
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										Opportunity To Invest In A Luxury Apartment Complex
										
											A unique opportunity to Invest in the development of a luxury apartment complex in the highly touristic location Galle, located
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										Opportunity to manage Debt Exchange offers for Sovereign Bonds
										
											Explore the unique opportunity to manage debt exchange offers for Sri Lanka’s International Sovereign Bonds (ISBs) as a dealer manager
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										Business opportunity to invest in Solar energy
										
											An attractive business opportunity is available to invest in a an operational 1MW Solar Project, a prime investment opportunity in
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								Our track record is 

								

									

										

											exemplary

											premium
                                                                                          
                                                                                        unique   
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										Latest News


										

											

											
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                 

                                                
													

														

															

																09

																Apr

															


															Sri Lankan exporters explore cutting-edge food technology at exhibition in Germany


															Daily FT: A delegation of nine representatives from Sri Lanka, representing key stakeholders from the Ministry of Agriculture, Elpitiya Plantation,
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																Apr

															


															Sri Lanka resumes talks on setting up a boat launch pad


															The Morning: Despite the struggles faced by the local marine industry in launching newly-built vessels for test rides, the Government
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																09

																Apr

															


															China-Sri Lanka Trade: MoU signed to align export standards


															CGTV: Sri Lanka’s Prime Minister Dinesh Gunawardena has called for closer economic cooperation with China. He made the comments during
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															India talking on bilateral investment treaty and ETCA with Sri Lanka


															The Morning: India is negotiating a bilateral investment treaty with Sri Lanka while both countries are looking to open up
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																08

																Apr

															


															Sri Lanka’s government moves to boost ship registration under Sri Lankan flag


															Daily FT: The Cabinet of Ministers has given its green light to call for expressions of interest (EoI) and proposals
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															Japanese investor to revamp Sri Lanka’s Pettah floating market


															Daily FT: A Japanese investor has stepped up to breathe new life into Pettah’s floating market and spearhead the revamp
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																Apr

															


															Applied Graphite Technologies acquires Sri Lanka’s Queens Mine


															The Morning: Applied Graphite Technologies Corp. announced that it has purchased the past-producing Queen’s Mine in Sri Lanka. The property
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															UK Trade Partnership Programme promotes organic standards in Sri Lanka


															Daily FT: The UK Trade Partnership Programme project in Sri Lanka, funded by the UK Government and implemented by the
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																Apr

															


															CODEGEN Innovations ventures into Colombo Port City, receives incentives


															Daily FT: The Cabinet of Ministers approved providing exemptions or incentives to CODEGEN Innovations under the provisions of the Colombo
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															Sri Lanka’s National Digital Economic Strategy 2030 takes shape


															Daily FT: In a bid to propel Sri Lanka towards a digitally empowered future, the Cabinet of Ministers sanctioned the
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									What Client’s Say
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																														Mr. Soung-Yon, LeeCheong Eun Industrial Development Co.,Ltd
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							Newsletter
			Keep track of the industry developments and opportunities through our newsletter. Enter your email and subscribe.

			
								
									Success! You've been added to our email list.
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							Contact Us
				 Address: 5/21, Sulaiman Terrace, Colombo 05, Sri Lanka

	 Phone: (+94) 11-2555-954

	 Email: info@opportunitysrilanka.com
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